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Abstract. Previous research has shown that having learners construct
concept maps can bring better learning outcome. However, in video learn-
ing scenario, there is not sufficient support for learners to create concept
maps from educational videos. Through a preliminary study, we identi-
fied two main difficulties video learners face in creating concept maps:
navigation difficulty and learning difficulty. To help users to overcome
such difficulties, we design scaffolds to assist learners in concept mapping.
We present ScaffoMapping, a system aiming for scaffolded concept map
creation on educational videos through automatic concept extraction and
timestamp generation. Our study, which compares ScaffoMapping with
the baseline approach, shows that (1) Learners can create higher qual-
ity concept maps with ScaffoMapping. (2) ScaffoMapping enables better
learning outcomes in video learning scenario.
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1 Introduction

Concept map is a well-established model of organizing and representing knowl-
edge [27]. It has a graph structure where labeled nodes represent concepts and
labeled links represent relationships among concepts. The process of construct-
ing a concept map, which calls “concept mapping”, has showed many benefits in
facilitating meaningful learning [26]. Compared with rote learning, meaningful
learning occurs when students relate new knowledge to their existing knowledge
model [7]. Previous research has introduced concept mapping as an effective
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learning tool in classroom learning environment for decades [35]. Concept maps
finished by students can also inform teachers to what extent the learning material
is understood by the students, so that they can make adjustments on teaching
plans. As such, the exercise of concept mapping can be used as instructional
materials and guides and testing vehicles.

As plenty of video-based learning platforms emerge, video has become a pop-
ular medium of online education. However, video-based learning has a number
of challenges in promoting meaningful learning. For example, novice learners
may feel difficult to process new concepts scattered in the video and incorporate
them without close guidance from teachers [5]. Moreover, while some videos are
well-organized and enjoyable to watch, relying solely on the video content may
leave the learners disengaged and lose the chance to reflect on what they have
learned [6]. For instructors, gauging learners’ experience and comprehension level
is also difficult and currently mainly through course reviews, forum posts and
quizzes [34].

Previous research has shown that the use of concept map can complement
videos in facilitating meaningful learning. Liu et al. [22] showed that editing
an existing expert-crafted concept map help learners understand the video con-
tent. In their work, the same effects on learning driven by using concept map
is observed in video learning context as well, such as reinforcing video learners’
understanding by promoting recall, reflection on the video content, and helping
learners identify the knowledge gaps between new information and their existing
mental model. Finished concept maps also provide a concept-oriented overview
of video content, which can further be used as the feedback to video instructors,
and future reference to students when preparing for tests.

However, it is not always easy for students to build concept maps from
scratch. Novice learners who are unfamiliar with the video content tend to feel
frustrated to identify key concepts and their relationships [40]. And the linear
representation of video content may bring challenges for learners, which is shown
in our preliminary study with 12 participants. We first observed learners build-
ing concept maps for video content with a conventional authoring interface (the
baseline system in Fig. 1). We saw that they had difficulty in navigating concepts,
gaining the overview and video flow, identifying key concepts and relationships.

To mitigate these challenges, we designed scaffolds that aims for easier con-
cept map creation while preserving the learning benefits. We introduce Scaf-
foMapping, a system to assist the creation of concept maps for video content with
automatic concept extraction and automatic timestamp generation. Individual
concepts are automatically linked to video timestamps to facilitate content navi-
gation. To evaluate the effectiveness of ScaffoMapping, we conducted a controlled
study, comparing ScaffoMapping with the baseline system. Results showed that
ScaffoMapping provides better learning outcomes and improves the quality of
user-created concept maps. Such system can make concept maps widely acces-
sible and used for online videos.

Overall, the contributions of this paper are:

1. We identified and categorized video learners’ difficulties in concept mapping.
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2. We designed ScaffoMapping, a system which provides scaffolding help in con-
cept mapping.

3. We empirically evaluated ScaffoMapping by comparing it with the baseline
system, and our results showed that ScaffoMapping enables better learning
outcomes and higher-quality concept map creation.

2 Related Work

As our work introduces scaffolding concept mapping to facilitate video learning,
we review related work on improving the video learning experience, applying
concept map in video learning and scaffolding concept mapping.

2.1 Research in Improving Video Learning Experience

Many factors impede video learning platforms in supporting deep and mean-
ingful learning [16] like the lack of personalized instructions and usability prob-
lems. Linear representation is one of the biggest problems that prevents learners
from exploring video content effectively. Current research provides new ways to
improve video learning experience. First, a large body of work focus on the video
preview or navigation technique. Some research focuses on creating summaries
of segmented video content [29,32,39]. Some research uses visual representation,
for example Fisheye [15], video trees [19] and customized word-clouds [38] as
navigation aid to help users preview and select some portion of video. However,
they either do not provide a concept-oriented view or help learners understand
relationships of concepts. NoteVideo [25] identifies conceptual objects to create a
summarized image, but is limited to the blackboard-style video. Other research
focuses on providing a more engaging learning experience. For example, in-video
prompting questions [34] are used to increase learning and help instructors get
feedback.

2.2 Applying Concept Map in Video Learning

Previous research has shown the value of providing concept maps in video learn-
ing. Some research utilizes the non-linear property of concept map to organize
learning materials across different media (e.g., using hierarchical concept maps
to support dynamic non-linear learning plans [31]). For integrating concept map
within the video content, the most relevant work is done by Liu et al. [22],
which utilizes experts or crowd workers to generate interactive concept maps
for lecture videos, and has shown the learning benefits on supporting learners’
understanding and reflection.

However, previous works focus on the concept maps instead of concept map-
ping process. They provide complete concept maps generated by crowd workers,
experts [22] or Natural Language Processing techniques [40] to learners. While
providing complete concept maps saves time, it may put learners in a position
where they only passively take in knowledge with little autonomous learning [10],
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and finally undermine learners’ learning performance [17,24]. What’s more, edit-
ing concept maps by learners are poorly supported in video learning scenario.
Extending previous work, we focus on the concept mapping process to facilitate
video learning.

2.3 Scaffolds in Concept Mapping

Showing a complete concept map done by crowd workers or experts may result
in little autonomous learning. On the contrary, concept mapping by learners
themselves can promote autonomous learning and foster deeper processing, but
it is time-consuming. What’s more, this process requires effort, which usually
leads to cognitive overload and finally decreases the learning outcomes as well
as learners’ motivation [11,20]. Therefore, researchers have been exploring using
scaffolds to strike the balance between automation and manual composition [11].
Scaffolds are supports designed to assist learners in mindfully participating in
work that would otherwise be too difficult or complex for a novice [13]. Numer-
ous works have explored additional tool-based scaffolds to reduce the cognitive
workload in concept mapping [28].

Luchini et al. [23] recognized users’ difficulties in concept mapping on hand-
held computers and designed Pocket PiCoMap to help learners create better
concept maps on handheld computers. Cheung et al. [12] proposed a collabora-
tive concept mapping tool, which helps participants co-construct concept maps
and improves understanding of the subject matter. Although these tools were
successful in some ways, none of them focused on video learning scenario, which
probably brings an extra burden for concept mapping. In this research, we focus
on the video learning scenario and conduct the following studies.

3 Preliminary Study

To understand how and where learners need to be supported when creating
concept maps for videos, we implemented a baseline system (Fig. 1) consisting
of a web-based video player for playing lecture video and a canvas for creating
concept maps. Learners can watch, pause, replay and navigate the video content.
They can use keyboard/mouse shortcuts to create a blank concept, link and label
them on the canvas. They can also zoom in/out the canvas according to their
needs.

3.1 Study Design

We recruited 12 participants [P1–P12] (5 female) ranging from 22–30 years old
from a local university. They were instructed to watch a video (Consciousness-
Psychology1) and author the concept map in the best quality as they can accord-
ing to what they had learned. There were no constraints on completion time,

1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jReX7qKU2yc.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jReX7qKU2yc
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Fig. 1. An example concept map created by P5. The rectangle nodes represent concepts
and the directed edges represent the relations. The baseline system interface consisting
of a video player and a canvas. Users can create concepts, links and link labels on the
canvas.

and they were free to navigate the video (fast-forward or rewind) and author
the concept map as they want.

After they finished this task, they were asked to fill in a post-questionnaire.
The questionnaire included questions to understand their prior knowledge about
the video topic, their engagement level, and perceived difficulty of the video. We
also carried out a semi-structured interview for each participant to know more
about his/her experience in the experiment.

3.2 Results

Participants reported relatively low levels of prior knowledge on the video topic
(10-scale Likert question: 1: never heard about it, 10: understand very well)
with M = 4.16 (SD = 2.22). Their engagement while watching the video was high
(10-scale Likert question: 1: not engaged at all, 10: Very engaged) with M = 7.5
(SD = 1.76). The perceived difficulty of video (10-scale Likert question: 1: very
easy, 10: very difficult) was high with M = 7 (SD = 2.97).

Overall, participants reported that authoring concept maps facilitated their
learning of the video content. They were able to remember more concepts com-
pared with only watching the video [P2, P7], understand the relationships among
concepts [P2, P9] and understand the video structure [P7]. Some reported that
authoring concept maps was similar to taking notes during lectures [P6, P10]. In
terms of authoring strategy, most participants noted down concepts during the
first time watching as they had limited memory in remembering concepts [P2,
P3, P5, P7, P9]. Some watched most of the video to get an overview of the video
[P11, P12] and authored concept maps during the second time watching; they
regarded authoring concept map as a distraction while watching the video [P8].
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All participants reviewed the concept map to add more links and organize the
structure. On average, they spent 24 min 46 s (SD = 5 min 16 s) on finishing the
task (watching video plus authoring).

Participants reported several difficulties in concept mapping from video con-
tent. Based on their experiences, we identified two types of difficulties in concept
mapping from video. The first type was the navigation difficulty caused by the
linear representation of video content. Gaining an overview and identifying the
main topic at the beginning was difficult [P3, P11, P12]. They also struggled to
continuously pause the video to type and add concepts. As more concepts were
created, they lost the order of the concepts’ creation time [P5, P12]. Further-
more, a lot of time was spent on navigating back and forth in the video to find
a specific concept or identify relationships between two concepts.

The second type was the learning difficulty in understanding the concepts and
their relationships during the concept mapping process. Some learners reported
less confidence in finding out important concepts and thus noted down everything
they did not understand [P1, P4]. Most learners noted down some important
concepts in their mind based on cues, like whether a concept appeared many
times [P1, P2, P3, P5] or the video lecturer gave an explanation [P7, P9]. All
participants remarked that finding the relationships between concepts was the
most difficult part as they could not form the spatial structure and relationships
during a single time viewing.

4 System Design

4.1 Designing Scaffolds

Based on the insights gained from the preliminary study, we designed scaffolding
solutions to alleviate the navigation and learning difficulty. We searched for the
previous literature on scaffolding concept mapping and improving video learning
experience. Wang et al. [37] demonstrated the benefits of a hyperlink feature
in concept mapping. When the students create concept nodes, the nodes in
the concept map are hyperlinked to segments of text that the nodes represent.
The hyperlink feature creates a consistent connection between the concept map
and the content and enables easier concept map reviewing and editing. In the
video learning scenario, previous research also established the effectiveness of
linking video timestamps with conceptual objects to facilitate navigation [22,25].
For example, Notevideo [25] identified conceptual objects and linked them with
timestamps, which serves as an effective navigation aid. Learners can directly
jump to the video frame where that object first appeared. Thus, to mitigate
the difficulty learners face in navigating concepts during concept mapping, we
proposed the first scaffolding solution as linking concepts that learners created
with video timestamps automatically.

Second, many research works demonstrated the benefits of providing students
with incomplete concept map templates prepared by experts [10,11]. It creates
a quick summary of the learning material and helps in students’ understand-
ing of content. In the video learning scenario, audio transcripts [2,4] or visual
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information [19,38] are used to provide a preview of video content. For exam-
ple, Yadav et al. [38] provided customized word-clouds, which is an aggregated
view of concepts in the video and helps learners understand video content. Thus,
to mitigate the difficulty learners face in gaining an overview, we proposed the
second scaffolding solution as to extract concepts in the video subtitle to pro-
vide a visual preview, which also serves as an incomplete template for concept
mapping.

Our other design solutions are based on work done by Liu et al. [22] and
Luchini et al. [23]. The concept node size can be bound with the importance of
that concept. Relationship hints and time information are also added accordingly.
To make them suitable for video scenario, we took an iterative design process
by conducting informal pilot studies to get feedback from users. The final design
solutions are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Navigation difficulties and scaffolding solutions

Navigation difficulties Scaffolding solutions

Difficult to navigate concepts Link concepts with video timestamps

Difficult to gain an overview Extract concepts to provide a visual preview

Difficult to understand the video flow Bind concepts’ color with time information

Table 2. Learning difficulties and scaffolding solutions

Cognitive difficulties Scaffolding solutions

Difficult to identify important concepts Bind concepts’ size with frequency

Difficult to find the relationship Provide the relationship hints

4.2 System Implementation

To support scaffolds design, we utilized video and its subtitle file as input. The
subtitle file is a text file in SRT or VTT format [18]. A single subtitle block, also
called a cue, consists of three parts: the cue index, the timing information and the
text (Fig. 2). The text feature of the subtitle has been widely used in identifying
video topics to support video classification [8], and the timing information is
usually combined with visual information to improve the interactivity of video
[18,33].
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Fig. 2. An example of a subtitle block (the cue index, the timing information and the
text) and ScaffoMapping work flow

Automatic Concept Extraction: We first used Google Natural Language
API [1] to do text analysis and extract potential key concepts from subtitles.
This API was used to analyze the structure of sentences and identify proper
nouns in subjects or objects. These nouns are often regarded as key concepts.
The Great Noun List [3] was used to identify the stems that are related to a
given topic. Those extracted nouns (or stems) are more likely to contain the
meaning that relates to the topic in a video. After generation of the concepts,
we calculate the frequency that each concept appears in the subtitle. The more
frequent concepts get larger font sizes and rectangle sizes.

Automatic Timestamp Generation: Each concept was coded with the time
information of the subtitle cue. As a concept may appear more than once in the
subtitle, after we marked all the timestamps of the concept, we marked the first
one as the time of creation, which was the yellow dot in Fig. 3(a). Each concept
was automatically assigned with a color from white to orange according to their
creation time. Learners could click a concept to see all the moments it appeared
in the video (Fig. 3(a)) and double click to navigate to the creation time. We also
visualized in-video progress by highlighting mentioned concepts in every frame
(blue colored concepts in Fig. 3(d)).

Concept relationships were made explicit by the hierarchical structure of the
concept map as follows: We first sorted the concepts according to their frequency
and creation time (Fig. 3(c)), then developed relationship hints, so that when a
user linked two concepts in the same sentence, the text of that sentence would
show below the video and the timestamp of the sentence would be marked in
the timeline (Fig. 3(b)). The system would give the hint “No direct link” if none
occurred, which means the two concepts users want to link don’t appear in the
same sentence. In this case, they need to build the relationship based on their
own understanding. Keyboard shortcuts and zoom in/out were provided in the
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same way as in the baseline system. A release nodes function allowed users to
remove all isolated nodes and keep linked ones.

5 Evaluation Study

ScaffoMapping is designed to facilitate video learning through scaffolding con-
cept mapping for video learners, so we are interested in knowing: (1) Will the
learners be able to create better concept maps with the help of ScaffoMapping
interface? (2) How’s the learning outcome in ScaffoMapping compared with the
baseline interface? With these questions in mind, we conducted a user study to
compare ScaffoMapping with the baseline system.

(a) Click a concept to see its timestamps
in the video

(b) Relationship hint when users want to
link “cell” and “membrane”

(c) Display all the concepts for reference (d) Mentioned concepts are highlighted in
blue as video plays

Fig. 3. The ScaffoMapping interface integrates interactive concept mapping into the
video player. Each concept users created is automatically linked to its timestamps in
the video. Relationship hints are given when users create links. All the concepts are
displayed as the reference and lecture progress is visualized in blue. (Color figure online)

5.1 Study Design

Participants and Materials: We recruited 12 participants [P1–P12] (6 male
and 6 female) ranging from 21–27 years old from a local university. We selected
two videos on two different topics from the same YouTube education channel (V1:
Immune System2, V2: Consciousness3) with similar styles and similar lengths
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIJK3dwCWCw.
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jReX7qKU2yc.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIJK3dwCWCw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jReX7qKU2yc
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(V1: 9:12; V2: 9:32). Participants rated their prior knowledge level through a
10-point Likert Scale (1: Never heard about it, 10: understand very well) and per-
ceived difficulty of video content (1: very easy, 10: very difficult) after watching
them. As the participants were neither from psychology nor from biology major,
there was little risk that they were familiar with the advanced content of the
videos. This was consistent with their self-reported similar level of prior knowl-
edge (V1: M = 3, SD = 2.37; V2: M = 3.25, SD = 1.54 (t(11) = 0.491, p = 0.633)).
Videos were pilot tested with three users to ensure the similar difficulty level,
which was consistent with participants’ perceived difficulty level (V1: M = 6.08,
SD = 2.06; V2: M = 5.08, SD = 2.31 (t(11) = 0.964, p = 0.356)).

Tasks and Procedure: We began by providing introductions of the two sys-
tems to each participant: baseline version and scaffolds version. Before starting
the experiment, participants had time to practice and get familiar with the two
systems. Then each participant experienced two experimental sessions where
they watched the videos (V1, V2) and created concept maps using both systems
(baseline, ScaffoMapping). The order of the systems was counter-balanced while
the order of the video remained the same (e.g., P1 watched V1 using baseline
system, then watched V2 using ScaffoMapping; P2 watched V1 using ScaffoMap-
ping, then watched V2 using baseline system). They had the freedom to author
concept maps during or after watching the videos, pause and resume, and watch
multiple times, but the time for each session was limited to be the video duration
plus 10 min. They could not take further notes such as with paper and pencil.

5.2 Analysis

Concept Map Quality Evaluation: To measure the quality of the concept
maps, two domain experts were invited for each video to evaluate the con-
cept maps generated from the baseline system and from ScaffoMapping. They
watched the videos and evaluate the validity of concepts and relationships (links
and link phrases). Adopted from [21], one valid concept or relationship was given
1 point. Invalid concepts and relationships were those containing typos or were
incorrect, as determined by the experts. The interrater reliability correlations of
the experts for V1 and V2 were 0.94 and 0.96, which indicates high reliability.

Learning Outcome Evaluation: To measure the learning gain, a 5-question
test was administered to each participant after each session. The questions con-
sisted of 3 True or False questions and 2 multiple choice questions from the
video content. For example, for V1 on immune system, Q1: “The skin only sup-
plies simple physical protection. T/F” Q4: “Which one of the following is not
the internal defense? A. Phagocytes B. Mucous membranes C. Antimicrobial
proteins D. Neutrophils”. Participants did not have access to videos and con-
cept maps during the test. After they had finished the two experiment sessions,
we conducted a semi-structured interview asking their system preference and
experiences.
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Participants were told in advance that their performance indicator was the
total of test scores (5 points) plus the concept map scores (convert concept map
quality to a full-score of 5 points). They received $10 for finishing the experiment
and an extra $10 for the best performance.

6 Results

Although the number of participants is relatively small, effects in the valid con-
cept/link number, learning outcome and user preference are observed with sta-
tistical significance.

6.1 Concept Map Quality

We calculated the numbers of concepts and links participants generated. Two
domain experts for each video rated the number of valid concepts and links as
we described earlier. The summary of results are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b).

There was no significant difference in the total numbers of concepts and links
in the baseline system and ScaffoMapping. However, there was significant differ-
ence in the numbers of valid concepts (t(11) = 8.072, p< 0.001) and valid links
(t(11) = 3.906, p< 0.01). This result shows that ScaffoMapping can facilitate
learners to create concept maps with higher quality concepts and links with the
scaffolding solutions provided.

6.2 Learning Outcome Test

Overall, participants using ScaffoMapping (M = 3.92, SD = 1.38) outperformed
baseline systems (M = 3, SD = 1.21) in the tests. A paired t-test revealed signif-
icant improvement in the test score (t(11) = 3.19, p< 0.01). Our results showed
that ScaffoMapping assists effective video learning.

There are two reasons explaining the learning benefits of ScaffoMapping.
First, ScaffoMapping supports efficient navigation through the automatic times-
tamp generation. Considerable time was saved and users could focus on construc-
tion work which involves more analytical thinking, e.g. identifying relationships.
According to the interview result, all participants reported that they like the
automatic timestamp generation, which provides the hyperlink from concepts to
the video content. Second, with the extracted concepts, users reported a more
positive learning experience when they found the gap between existing concepts
and their mental model. With the template concepts provided, participants try
to link between the template concepts and the knowledge they learned in the
video, e.g. “I pay attention to the concepts and try to make sense of them”
[P11], “I can identify the missing gaps and digest the information on the spot.”
This was consistent with the learning theories [9], which shows that meaningful
learning is facilitated when learners integrate new concepts and propositions into
their existing cognitive structure.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Mean of concept and link number of baseline system and ScaffoMapping.
The result shows no significant difference. (b) Mean of valid concept and link number
of baseline system and ScaffoMapping. The result shows learners use ScaffoMapping
can create more valid concepts and links.

6.3 User Preference

We collected participants’ feedback through the semi-structured interview. The
majority of participants preferred ScaffoMapping (10/12) over the baseline sys-
tem. Participants reported that ScaffoMapping made the authoring process eas-
ier and more efficient. The extracted concepts remove the burden of tedious
typing and makes them focus on constructing links between concepts. The high-
lighting feature visualizes the in-video progress and can help them find connec-
tion easier [P3, P5, P7, P12]. And the automatic timestamp linking helps them
navigate and review concept maps easily. They also indicated that they would
like to save the concept maps as interactive notes for the video, and refer to
them when they want to review or prepare for exams.

The remaining two participants [P4, P10] reported that they wanted a com-
bination of baseline system plus automatic timestamp generation feature. In
ScaffoMapping, they were confused by the extracted concepts appearing in the
beginning, and after they identified key concepts, they needed to check their
existence in the canvas, which created extra burden for them. While the base-
line system gave them a sense of more “control”, navigating back and forth to
find the concept was tedious. Thus, they preferred to have a combination system.

7 Limitation and Future Work

We conducted an interview to gather feedback from learners about their video
learning experience with ScaffoMapping. While the majority gave positive feed-
back to ScaffoMapping, two participants reported an expectation of baseline sys-
tem combining automatic timestamp generation. It is still unclear whether exper-
tise or domain knowledge has an influence on the choice of scaffolding systems.
Due to the small size of participants, no correlation between system preference
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and prior knowledge with test performance was found. Furthermore, since our
participants were recruited from the university community, more advanced scaf-
folding may be needed for less skilled learners. While some design solutions may
solve this problem to some extent (e.g. triggering the automatic concept extrac-
tion by user control), it is worth investigating designing personalized scaffold-
ing strategies according to learners’ knowledge level to maximize video learning
results. For example, combining with psychophysiological computing to measure
the learners’ frustration or attention to provide scaffolds at proper time [14].

We utilized video subtitle as the text source to provide relationship hints,
which is supported by previous research that speech is the main carrier of infor-
mation in nearly all lectures [39]. Inspired by the TF-IDF indices [30], if two
concepts appeared in the same sentence(s), the sentence(s) would be displayed
as the hint to help learners identify relationships. However, this feature can be
interfered by pronouns like “it”, or “them”. For example, if the learner want
to link concept A and B whose relationship is shown in sentence C, but A is
referred as “it”, the system will fail to identify sentence C as the relationship
hint. To provide high-quality relationship hints, external sources or databases
like Wikipedia [36] can be added to help with the relationship analysis.

While learner-generated concept maps can provide valuable feedback for
video lecturers, analyzing concept maps can bring an extra burden for lecturers
especially when a video has a large number of learners. To make ScaffoMapping
more useful for lecturers and educational video developers, automatic concept
map evaluation could be explored as an extension work. Finally, our evaluation
study focused on video learners. In the future, we will extend this work to larger
group of people. We expect to see how teachers, practitioners, educational video
developers make use of this system to support learners.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed scaffolding solutions to assist concept mapping for
video learners. We implemented these solutions in the ScaffoMapping system.
Our evaluation study indicated that learners can create concept maps with
better quality, as well as obtaining higher learning outcomes using ScaffoMap-
ping. Our investigation on scaffolding solution shows promising benefits of semi-
automation in learning systems. We encourage future research on similar solu-
tions and believe this will have a wide impact on digital learning communities.
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